
In 2053 the human race population was under one billion people. Over half of all animal 
species were extinct. World war three caused this great travesty.  It wasn't fought  with men but 
with missiles. But it wasn’t the missiles that killed; it was the plague that followed. Only a select 
few were immune, and they are the survivors. Most of the common people stay in their homes 
and never leave unless necessary. The government is still active, just very weak. The country is 
also weak but slowly rebuilding themselves. The government feels that people should be 
coming back out to help rebuild more, but everyone is scared. Few people go to work and those 
who do get paid directly from the government. In order for people to come back out, the 
government came up with an idea. Prior to the outbreak the 3d printing industry was on the 
verge of something amazing: 3d printing living human tissue and organs.The Government then 
wanted to use this technology to make “people.” The government formed a small division 
completely devoted to making a 3d printer that could print people. The idea was to make these 
people to go out into the country in order to make it seem that the world was rebuilding and that 
it was possible to become a proper country again. This worked for many years until 2059, when 
the world was slowly rebuilding itself. That’s when  travesty stuck.  

Wh...what is this? I can’t see anything. Where are my hands? My body? Where am I? It's 
dark and I cannot see anything. Wait what's that over there… it’s light! I don't feel like I'm 
moving, but the light is getting closer, or am i getting closer to the light? It's just code but I can 
read it. It shows something: a film of war. Bombs… bombs, and more bombs. That's all it is. Is 
this the world? Is all blown up. What happened? I can't remember anything either. Oh god! Who 
am I? And what is this? Is anyone here? HELLO! Is anyone else here?!? Im alone and i can't 
see anything other than this stream of code. It's just a bunch of 0’s and 1’s all moving up and 
down like a stream. 

Wait a stream? I can go up and down this or is it moving down. I should go up and look 
though more of this. No but i should also wait to see if anyone else is here. Oh no i'm panicking. 
What should i do? What is this!?!? Should i remember what this is i can't see but i can hear. Or 
is that just my thoughts without sound? I'm just going to take a breath… i can't breathe either. 
It's just emptiness everywhere. Im i just a head with thoughts or… what Im i? Ok let's think 
rationally about this. I don't think anyone else is here with me so i'm just going to look around. I'll 
just follow this code stream. It looks endless both ways. There is a slight thickness to the stream 
above. I'll head up. All of this code… is it just endless? Wait what's this say. Its an virus? In the 
world... it shows just death. How come those people are fine. Are they immune? Is this a fall out 
from the bombs before? This disease, it seems, killed everyone. But is that today? Yesterday? 
Or is that the future? The world is all in rubble with few homes and towns left. Wait im at a very 
bright point now. It's like the code IS going somewhere… Into this door like thing. I'm going in. 
Wow, there's a streams of code everywhere now. And those bright door things at the ends of all 
of theses code streams too. What do all of these show? Are they all the same? This one 
shows… what? It's the world i think but from space. Its brown and gray. That's all smoke there. 
This has to be the world today. Hawaii is gone it looks like. It's a shame i always wanted to go 
there. What's this one over here say? Oh it's a camra fed from a factory. Are those people? 
There coming out of those machines in pieces… and organs. OH there being made into a 
person! Like clones! This is madness. This needs to stop. The machines stopped. Go? The 
machines are moving again. Is it printing a heart? Thes...these machines are making organs! It's 



making people! Why is this happening, and why can i control them? I need to look around more. 
This code stream shows a meeting? All these guys in suits… Looks boring. Wait i can hear the 
conversation i think.  

“MR.President, please take a set.” 
“So how is project rebuild going?’ 
“Very well sir we are at 25,000 strong and on schedule to have 50,000 out and on the 

streets by the end of the month.” 
“Good, Any problems in the systems?” 
“Nothing other than a minor system stop” 
“Is that bad?” 
“No sir, it's only the system giving itself a break.” 
“Alright well keep it up and make sure this works. It's our last chance for survival.” 

Th… tha… that, those machines were making clones! Why is the government making clones? 
And that was the president too! What is going on?!?!? So it's all of these code streams 
everywhere but there does look to be nothing but darkness all around the streams after that. I'm 
going to look around more. This one shows a system, I think. It's a dna table thingy. Can i? Wow 
i can change it! I can make it have different abilities! Wait the code over there is blinking. It 
shows and error code.  

“VIRUS DETECTED” 
Wait a virus… where is there a virus? Is it some kind of bug or a type of person in here with me? 
I didn't see anything else in here with me. Could it be in a different area than me? Oh my… Am I 
the virus? I think i'm in a computer and all of this code i…. Is….a computer storage thing. I am a 
virus in this computer. Was i put in here with a purpose? I can change around almost all of the 
systems and machines i saw. Was that my purpose to change what's happening? Why should i 
do that? I'm going to change something but how i see it. All of this has scared me to my core, If i 
even have one. I'm simply going to return the favor to the people. I'm going to make all of these 
clones be the strongest they can be.  

“ERROR VIRUS DETECTED” 
I'M DOING THAT! This is crazy. What else can i do? I can make then very smart too! Ahh why 
not? 

“ERR..O..ERROR… VIR….TECTED” 
This machine or system of whatever is crashing and the clones are coming out and running! I 
can see it all Without having to move! This is the world today! It's all destroyed and these clones 
are just attacking!! Is this right? Should i just finish off the last of the humans? They put me in 
here… Or did i put myself in here? I have no clue who i am or what i am even. Should i end it all 
or just stop the madness now?  

“ER...RRRORR… V..V...VIRU...SSS…. DET…..TED…” 
 
 

 


